An Invitation to monthly online eleven circuit handheld Labyrinth meditations to weave together our consciousness of the whole - in our relationships with each other, Earth and Cosmos. Ideally you will register for all sessions, or a minimum of three sessions. Cost is by donation.

The meditations are immersive. They are bookended with brief readings from scientists, poets and writers today who are calling us to an integral and sustainable human presence on Earth and to new ways of knowing ourselves and our place in the universe.

Participants may have a variety of backgrounds but share a commitment to personal and planetary change and renewal in whatever ways this commitment is emerging for us - as labyrinth lovers, Ecozoans, cosmic contemplatives, eco-spiritual activists, gardeners, wise elders, musicians, poets, creators of evolutionary ritual, writers, justice keepers, stargazers, mystics, lovers, leaders, friends of silence, spiritual companions, prophets, healers...

Who: Contact Judith Keller for further information, session dates/times, schedules, registration, payment, and zoom links
What: 11 Circuit Handheld Labyrinth Meditations
When: Monthly, August - December, 2023
Where: One Hour Sessions Online on ZOOM